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The GYROLOG, a long-standing tradition of the Gyro Club of 

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada moves to a monthly publication 

this month with a new Editor, Fred Schulte. The Club 

bulletin will continue to provide summary information 

presented by guest speakers, notice of birthdays and 

anniversaries, special event features, upcoming events and 

perhaps a bit of humour from time to time. 

 

Those celebrating birthdays in May are Bob Berube on the 

1st, Andy Friderichsen on the 13th, Geoff Brewer on the 

17th, David Burnett on the 18th and Allan Warrack on the 

24th. 

 

The May wedding anniversaries are Dick and Vi Moskalyk, 51 

years on the 15th; Fred and Paulette Schulte, 40 years on 

the 18th; Chuck and Myrna Gerhart, 43 years on the 22nd 

and Peter and Katherine Morrison, 28 years on the 30th. 

 

President John Plunkett welcomed 53 Gyro’s and Gyrette’s 

and our guest speaker to the May 6th luncheon meeting held 

at the Royal Mayfair Golf Club on May 6th. Cheerio was led 

by Larry Dobson and the Grace was presented by David 

Burnett. 

 

Bill Taylor introduced our guest speaker Dr. Howard Evans 

who is one of five Edmonton urologists who have received 

specialized training in laparoscopic radical surgery 

(prostatectomy). Since 2001, most radical prostatectomies 

(removal of the cancerous prostate) have been done using 

minimally invasive laparoscopic techniques. The technique 

involves a small incision and the insertion of a microscope 

and light source along with a remote scalpel. Surgeons 

operate the equipment remotely, guided by an image on a 

computer screen. 
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The leading technology for surgical treatment is the da Vinci S Robot, which allows 

surgeons in urology to improve patient outcomes dramatically. The advantage of the 

da Vinci S technology is that the image on the screen has 10-times magnification 

and is in three dimensions, making dissection and suturing easier. The first of 

these systems was installed at the Royal Alexandra Hospital in September 2007 

and the second went into service at University Hospitals in November. To date 

about 130 prostatectomies have been performed using the da Vinci S Robots. 

 

In Alberta, 1850 new cases of prostate cancer are diagnosed each year which is 

31% of all new cancers. There are 410 deaths annually. It is projected that 

prostate cancer will be diagnosed in more than 22,000 Canadian men this year and 

breast cancer will be diagnosed in more than 22,000 women. Fund raising revenues 

for breast cancer will be 10 times what are raised for prostate cancer. 

 

Prostate cancer starts in the cells of the prostate and often the cancer stays in 

the gland and is slow growing. However, the tumour sometimes spreads outside the 

gland, causing other symptoms that can be serious. As men grow older, the risk of 

developing the disease increases and if they are over 50, annual checkups should be 

undertaken. 

 

The two tests most often used to check the prostate are the digital rectal 

examination (DRE) and the prostate specific antigen (PSA) test. Abnormalities 

detected by DRE may suggest a need for more tests. Prostate Specific Antigen 

(PSA) is a substance made by the prostate gland. A  PSA test measures the amount 

of PSA in the blood. It is normal to have small quantities of PSA in the blood, but a 

problem with your prostate can cause your PSA level to rise. 

 

Notwithstanding the progress with robotics there is no substitute for annual 

checkups to detect prostate cancer early. 

 

John Mann thanked Dr. Evans on behalf of those in attendance for a most 

interesting and timely presentation. Walter Yakimets was the recipient of the 

free lunch draw. Thanks to the team of Bill Taylor, John Mann and Ernie Siegel for 

organizing this luncheon speaking event. 
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Some African Proverbs: 

 

One falsehood spoils a thousand truths. 

The ruin of a nation begins in the homes of its people. 

There is no medicine to cure hatred. 

By the time the fool has learned the game, the players have dispersed. 

Fire and gunpowder do not sleep. 

A man with two much ambition cannot sleep in peace. 

Compiled by Charlotte and Wolf Leslau, Peter Pauper Press, 1962 

 

 

President John Plunkett welcomed 24 Gyro’s and five guests to the May 20th 

luncheon meeting held at the Royal Mayfair Golf Club. 

 

Bill Taylor led the group in Cheerio and guest Brad Childs offered the grace. 

 

John Plunkett introduced our guest speaker, Martin Salloum as well as John’s 

guest   Brad Childs, Harry Nash introduced his guest Bud Salloum, Val Pohl 

introduced his guest Ken Pilip and Jack Brown introduced his guest Ken Willan. 

 

Peter Carter introduced Martin Salloum, President of the Edmonton Chamber of 

Commerce.  

Mr. Salloum indicated that there is hieroglyphic evidence dating back to 4000 B.C 

in Mesopotamia that business guilds were in place. In the 1700’s a guild or union 

was established in Marseilles, France to counter excessive taxes. These 

organizations were called Chambres (Chambers of Commerce) and membership of 

the business community was compulsory. 

 

Britain followed suit but named their business organizations Boards of Trade and 

membership was not compulsory. Canada followed the British model and the United 

States followed the French model. 

 

 In recent years Canada has adopted the American model and established 

Chambers of Commerce. Entrepreneurs by their nature don’t like to work for 

somebody else and take orders. As a result, chambers of commerce are started in 

local communities by entrepreneurs and they don’t require the approval of anyone 

or organization. Chambers of Commerce has grown into the largest group of 

organizations in the world. There is a lot of local autonomy but no brand identity. 

There are 127 Chambers in Alberta and they all belong to the Alberta Chamber of 

Commerce. 
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The Edmonton Chamber of Commerce has a Board of 12 Directors consisting of 

four representing businesses with less than 10 employees, four representing 

businesses with more than 50 employees and four directors representing the 

larger companies. The Mission of the Edmonton Chamber is “To Create the Best 

Environment for Business”. The Chamber has four main thrusts to achieve its 

mission. 1. Lobby government (quietly), 2. Provide synergy within the membership, 3. 

Provide leadership and 4. Influence public opinion. 

 

The five priorities of the Edmonton Chamber are: 

1. Improve relations with the north. Edmonton is not the Gateway to the North 

but the “Urban Centre of the North”. 

2. Labour relations 

3. Regional governance 

4. Port Authority (Port Alberta); it is anticipated that huge amounts of ship 

container traffic will move in the future from Prince Rupert through 

Edmonton to Chicago by rail. There is an opportunity for business to 

establish a port authority which would allow storage and distribution of 

goods from Edmonton before the goods reach Chicago. It will be up to the 

business community to make the case with the railroads to make the changes 

to the existing system. 

5. World Trade Centre Edmonton; the first centre was established in New 

Orleans and there are now 300 in North America. The key element of world 

trade centres is networking and their motto is “We know people who know 

people” 

 

The free lunch draw was one by Harry Nash. Thanks to the team of Peter Carter 

and Bruce Foy for organizing this luncheon speaking event. 

 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

 

Regular Noon Meeting June 3rd 

Royal Mayfair Golf Club 

Speaker: Dr. Steven K.H. Aung, geriatric/family physician and traditional Chinese 

medical practitioner. Dr. Aung returns after providing a highly informative and 

entertaining presentation on January 8th, 2008. 
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District VIII Golf Tournament, Red Deer. June 5th 

Riverbend Golf Club, first tee time 10:00am 

18 holes of golf, power cart, range balls, banquet dinner and prizes. 

Cost: $115 per player 

Contact: Please confirm your attendance with Mike Matei ASAP. 

 

Annual Gyro/Gyrette Golf Tournament July 22nd, 2008 

Legends Golf Course, 1:00 pm 

9 hole Texas scramble format 

Cost: $55 for golf and BBQ Dinner per person, including prizes and wine with 

dinner. 

Dinner only for those wishing to join us for the meal is $30 per person 

Contacts: Barry Walker and Roger Russell 

Prize donations are needed please!! 

 

District VIII Convention August 7-10, 2008 

Prestige Lakeside Resort and Convention Centre 

Nelson, British Columbia 

Phone: 1-877-737-8443 

 

 

 

 

 


